This Textbook Guide provides information about texts required for all Packer Middle and Upper School courses, including which courses require no textbooks to be purchased.

Course names are listed as they appear on student schedules. If necessary abbreviation of course names might be unclear, the complete course name from the Curriculum Guide appears in brackets.

Packer’s online bookstore is provided by Follett Virtual Bookstores. You may purchase or rent textbooks through this site. The web address is www.packer.bkstr.com

You may also purchase new and used textbooks from other sources on the web. Amazon (www.amazon.com) and Abe Books (www.abebooks.com) are popular sites with large selections of new and used textbooks. If you opt to purchase textbooks from online sources other than Follett, it is best that you search by the ISBN number listed for each textbook.

A note about title information: The information given for publisher and author may vary on different sites. For this guide, the information listed corresponds to information listed with Follett Virtual Bookstores. However, the ISBN information is consistent on all sites. If you are searching for textbooks on websites other than the Follett Virtual Bookstore, please be certain to carefully check the ISBN number.
Middle School Textbooks
(Please Note: Middle School Textbooks are listed by grade with the exception of World Language)

5th Grade

English /History 5 (Course 150M)
No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

Math 5 (Course 451M)
No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

Science 5 (Course 550M) – 1 Required Text
Title: Destination Mars  Author: Sparrow
Publisher: Rosen  ISBN: 9781435834439

6th Grade

English 6 and History 6 (Course 160M/360M) – 1 Required Title

Title: World Studies: Medieval Times to Today  Author: (Publisher listed as author)
Publisher: Prentice Hall  ISBN: 9780132516594

Math 6 (Course 461M)
No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

Science 6 (Course 560M)
No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

7th Grade

English 7 (Course 170M) – 4 Required Titles

Title: Lord of the Flies  Author: Golding
Publisher: Dutton  ISBN: 9780140283334

Title: The House on Mango Street  Author: Cisneros
Publisher: Random  ISBN: 9780679734772

Title: Midsummer Night’s Dream  Author: Shakespeare
Publisher: Cambridge  ISBN: 9780521618717

Title: Of Mice and Men  Author: Steinbeck
Publisher: Dutton  ISBN: 9780142000670
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Textbooks Required/Provided in Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>History 7 (Course 370M)</td>
<td>6 Required Titles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass</td>
<td><strong>Author:</strong> Douglass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> New American Library (NAL)</td>
<td><strong>ISBN:</strong> 9780451529947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPECIAL NOTE TO PARENTS:</strong> If you do not purchase this title through Follett, please be sure your child has the edition listed here. The ISBN number should match.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> History of US: Making Thirteen Colonies</td>
<td><strong>Author:</strong> Hakim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> Oxford University Press</td>
<td><strong>ISBN:</strong> 9780195327168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> History of US: New Nation 1789-1859</td>
<td><strong>Author:</strong> Hakim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> Oxford University Press</td>
<td><strong>ISBN:</strong> 9780195327182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> History of US: Liberty for All?</td>
<td><strong>Author:</strong> Hakim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> Oxford University Press</td>
<td><strong>ISBN:</strong> 9780195327199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> History of US: From Colonies to Country</td>
<td><strong>Author:</strong> Hakim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> Oxford University Press</td>
<td><strong>ISBN:</strong> 9780195327175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> History of US: War Terrible War</td>
<td><strong>Author:</strong> Hakim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> Oxford University Press</td>
<td><strong>ISBN:</strong> 9780195327205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics – All Courses</td>
<td>No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science 7 (Course 570M)</td>
<td>No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8th Grade</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>English 8 (180M) – 4 Required Texts</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> To Kill a Mockingbird</td>
<td><strong>Author:</strong> Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> HarperCollins</td>
<td><strong>ISBN:</strong> 9780060935467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Catcher in the Rye</td>
<td><strong>Author:</strong> Salinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> Little, Brown</td>
<td><strong>ISBN:</strong> 9780316769174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Romeo and Juliet</td>
<td><strong>Author:</strong> Shakespeare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> Cambridge</td>
<td><strong>ISBN:</strong> 9781107615403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Maus I</td>
<td><strong>Author:</strong> Spiegelman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> Pantheon</td>
<td><strong>ISBN:</strong> 9780394747231</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
History 8 (Course 380M) – 2 Required Texts

Title: Americans: Reconstruction to the 21st Century  Author: Danzer
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin  ISBN: 9780547491172

Title: Animal Farm  Author: Orwell
Publisher: New American Library  ISBN: 9780451526342

Mathematics  - All Courses
No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

Science 8 (Course 580M) – 3 Required Texts

Title: Chemical Interactions  Author: (Publisher listed as author)
Publisher: McDougal Littell  ISBN: 9780618334384

Title: Motions and Forces  Author: (Publisher listed as author)
Publisher: McDougal Littell  ISBN: 9780618334421

Title: Matter and Energy  Author: (Publisher listed as author)
Publisher: McDougal Littell  ISBN: 9780618334445

MS World Languages and Linguistics

Linguistics (Course 960M) – 1 Required Text

Title: Minimus: Starting out in Latin  Author: Bell
Publisher: Cambridge University Press  ISBN: 9780521659604

Chinese 50 (Course 260M) – 2 Required Texts

Title: Chinese Made Easy Textbook: Level 1 (Simplified Characters)  Author: Ma
Publisher: Joint Publishing  ISBN: 9789620425844

Title: Chinese Made Easy Workbook : Level 1 (Simplified Characters)  Author: Ma
Publisher: Joint Publishing  ISBN: 9789620425851

Chinese 100 (Course 270M) – 2 Required Texts

Title: Chinese Made Easy Textbook: Level 2 (Simplified Characters)  Author: Ma
Publisher: Joint Publishing  ISBN: 9789620425868

Title: Chinese Made Easy Workbook: Level 2 (Simplified Characters)  Author: Ma
Publisher: Joint Publishing  ISBN: 9789620425875

Chinese 200 (Course 280M) – 1 Required Text

Title: Integrated Chinese: Simp Char (LVL 1:PT 1)(TEXTBOOK)  Author: Liu
Publisher: Cheng & Tsui  ISBN: 9780887276385
French 50 (Course 261M) – 1 Required Text

**Title:** Discovering French Today (Bleu) L1  
**Author:** Valette  
**Publisher:** Rinehart  
**ISBN:** 9780547871561

French 100 (Course 271M)

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

French 200 (Course 281M)

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

Latin 50 (Course 265M) – 2 Required Text

**Title:** Ecce Romani I  
**Author:** Publisher listed as author  
**Publisher:** Prentice Hall  
**ISBN:** 9780133610895

**Title:** Ecce Romani 1-A (Workbook)  
**Author:** Publisher listed as author  
**Publisher:** Prentice Hall  
**ISBN:** 9780801312090

Latin 100 (Course 275M) – 2 Required Text

**Title:** Ecce Romani I  
**Author:** Publisher listed as author  
**Publisher:** Prentice Hall  
**ISBN:** 9780133610895

**Title:** Ecce Romani 1-B (Workbook)  
**Author:** Publisher listed as author  
**Publisher:** Addison-Wesley (Pearson)  
**ISBN:** 9780801312106

Latin 200 (Course 285M) – 2 Required Texts

**Title:** Ecce Romani II  
**Author:** Publisher listed as author  
**Publisher:** Prentice Hall  
**ISBN:** 9780133610918

**Title:** Ecce Romani Language Activity Book 2-A  
**Author:** Longman  
**Publisher:** Pearson  
**ISBN:** 9780801312113

Spanish 50 (Course 267M) – 1 Required Text

**Title:** Expresate: Level IA  
**Author:** Publisher listed as author  
**Publisher:** Holt, Rinehart, Winston  
**ISBN:** 9780030736964
Spanish 100 (Course 277M)

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

Spanish 200 (Course 287M) – 1 Required Text

Title: Expresate: Level 2  Author: Publisher listed as author  Publisher: Holt, Rinehart, Winston  ISBN: 9780030712715

Upper School Textbooks
(Please Note: Upper School Textbooks are listed by academic department)

Computer Science

Everyday Comp 9 (Course 820)

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

Year-long Computer Science Electives

AT Comp Sci (Course 850) 2 Required Texts

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

First Semester Electives

Comp Sci Fundamentals (Course 812)

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

Second Semester Electives

3D Computing (Course 840)
[3D Game Development]

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

Prog Mobile Apps (Course 810)
[Programming Mobile Apps for the Real World]

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class
English

9th Grade English (Course 110) 3 Required Texts

Title: One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Next  Author: Kesey
Publisher: Penguin  ISBN: 9780141181226

Title: Persepolis: The Story of a Childhood  Author: Satrapi
Publisher: Pantheon  ISBN: 9780375714573

Title: Macbeth  Author: Shakespeare
Publisher: Pocket (Simon & Schuster)  ISBN: 9780743477109

10th Grade English (Course 120) 5 Required Texts

Title: If Beale Street Could Talk  Author: Baldwin
Publisher: Vintage (Random House)  ISBN: 9780307275936

Title: The Great Gatsby  Author: Fitzgerald
Publisher: Scribner (Simon & Schuster)  ISBN: 9780743273565

11th Grade English Electives - First Semester

African-American Literature (Course 165) 2 Required Texts

Title: School Days  Author: Chamoiseau
Publisher: Univ. of Nebraska Press  ISBN: 9780803263765

Title: Beloved  Author: Morrison
Publisher: Vintage (Random House)  ISBN: 9781400033416

Lit of Ancient Greece (Course 147) 3 Required Texts

Title: The Greek Myths  Author: Graves
Publisher: Penguin  ISBN: 9780143106715

Title: The Iliad  Author: Homer (trans. Fagles)
Publisher: Penguin  ISBN: 9780140275360

Title: The Three Theban Plays  Author: Sophocles (trans. Fagles)
Publisher: Penguin  ISBN: 9780140444254

Poetry as Literature (Course 150) 1 Required Texts

Title: An Introduction to Poetry  Author: Kennedy
Publisher: Longman  ISBN: 9780205686124
11th Grade English Electives - Second Semester

Literature & Adaptation (Course 149)

Title: The Tao of Pooh  Author: Hoff
Publisher: Penguin  ISBN: 9780140067477

Title: Into the Wild  Author: Krakauer
Publisher: Doubleday  ISBN: 9780385486804

Title: Winnie-the-Pooh  Author: Milne
Publisher: Dutton  ISBN: 9780525444435

Title: Fairy Tales from the Brothers Grimm  Author: Pullman
Publisher: Penguin  ISBN: 9780143107293

Romantic & Victorian Era Lit (Course 151) 2 Required Texts

Title: Pride and Prejudice  Author: Austen
Publisher: Norton (Critical Editions)  ISBN: 9780393976045

Title: Wuthering Heights  Author: Bronte
Publisher: Penguin  ISBN: 9780141439556

Literary Memoir (Course 153) 3 Required Texts

Title: Fun Home  Author: Bechdel
Publisher: Mariner (Houghton Mifflin)  ISBN: 9780618871711

Title: Brother, I’m Dying  Author: Danticat
Publisher: Vintage (Random House)  ISBN: 9781400034307

Title: Another Bullshit Night in Suck City  Author: Flynn
Publisher: Norton  ISBN: 9780393329407

Adv Topics English (Course 160 – Yearlong) 3 Required Texts

Title: Atonement  Author: McEwan
Publisher: Doubleday  ISBN: 9780385721790

Title: Betrayal  Author: Pinter
Publisher: Grove/Atlantic  ISBN: 9780802130808

Title: Mrs Dalloway Reader  Author: Woolf
Publisher: Houghton  ISBN: 9780156030151
12th Grade English Electives – First Semester

Sci Fi as Lit (Course 146) – 2 Required Texts

Title: Lathe of Heaven  Author: LeGuin
Publisher: Scribner (Simon & Schuster)  ISBN: 9781416556961

Title: Frankenstein (or, the Modern Prometheus)  Author: Shelley
Publisher: Modern Library (Random House)  ISBN: 9780375753411

Dostoevsky (Course 148) – 3 Required Texts

Title: The Stranger  Author: Camus
Publisher: Vintage (Random House)  ISBN: 9780679720201

Title: Crime and Punishment  Author: Dostoevsky
Publisher: Vintage (Random House)  ISBN: 9780679734505

Title: The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde  Author: Stevenson
Publisher: Penguin Classics (Dutton)  ISBN: 9780141439730

CreativeNon-FicWrit DigiAge (Course 152) – 1 Required Text

[Creative Non-Fiction Writing in the Digital Age]

Title: Write Right!  Author: Venolia
Publisher: Ten Speed  ISBN: 9781580083287

NYC in Literature (Course 154) – 3 Required Texts

Title: The Open Boat and other Stories  Author: Crane
Publisher: Dover  ISBN: 9780486275475

Title: The Assistant  Author: Malamud
Publisher: Farrar, Straus & Giroux  ISBN: 9780374504847

Title: Bright Lights, Big City  Author: McInerney
Publisher: Vintage (Random House)  ISBN: 9780394726410

War in Lit (Course 163) – 3 Required Texts

[War Stories]

Title: Mother Courage and Her Children  Author: Brecht
Publisher: Grove  ISBN: 9780802130822

Title: Ruined  Author: Nottage
Publisher: Theatre Communications Group  ISBN: 9781559363556
Classical Journeys in Lit (Course 164) – 3 Required Texts

Title: The Canterbury Tales    Author: Chaucer
Publisher: Penguin Classics (Dutton) ISBN: 9780140424386

Title: The Inferno of Dante (New Verse Translation) Author: Dante (trans. Pinsky)
Publisher: Farrar, Straus & Giroux ISBN: 9780374525316

Title: The Odyssey Author: Homer (trans. Fagles)
Publisher: Penguin Classics (Dutton) ISBN: 9780140268867

12th Grade English Electives – Second Semester

Writing About Film (Course 142) – 1 Required Text

Title: Write Right!    Author: Venolia
Publisher: Ten Speed ISBN: 9781580083287

Outsiders in Literature (Course 144) – 1 Required Text

Title: The Merchant of Venice    Author: Shakespeare
Publisher: Signet Classics (New American Library) ISBN: 9780451526809

Latin Amer Lit (Course 145) 2 Required Texts

Title: One Hundred Years of Solitude Author: Marquez
Publisher: Harper Perennial ISBN: 9780060883287

Title: Pedro Paramo    Author: Rulfo
Publisher: Grove ISBN: 9780802133908

Bible as Literature (Course 155) – 1 Required Text

Title: The Bible Author: Norton(editor)
Publisher: Penguin Classic (Dutton) ISBN: 9780141441511

Creative Writing (Course 169)

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

Comedy and Satire (Course 157)

Textbook information for this course will be provided in early November.
LitHistPol of Environment- (Course 167 cross-listed with History Course 350)  
[Literature, History and Politics of the Environment]  

Textbook information for this course will be provided in early November.

**Journalism Courses**

Print Journalism (Courses 161 & 162) – 1 Text Required  

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

Video Journalism (Course 166)  

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

**History**

Foundations of World History (Course 311) – 2 Required Texts  

- **Title:** The Human Drama: World History from the Beginning to 500 C.E.  
  **Author:** Johnson  
  **Publisher:** Wiener  
  **ISBN:** 9781558762114

- **Title:** The Human Drama: World History from 500 to 1450 C.E.  
  **Author:** Johnson  
  **Publisher:** Wiener  
  **ISBN:** 9781558762206

American History (Course 320)  

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

**History Electives – First Semester**

History of Mod China (Course 346) – 1 Required Text  
[Modern China]  

- **Title:** Revolution and It’s Past  
  **Author:** Schoppa  
  **Publisher:** Pearson (Prentice Hall)  
  **ISBN:** 9780205726912

Hist & Lit of Slavery (Course 347) – 3 Required Texts  
[Slave to History: Literature, History and Memory of Slavery]  

- **Title:** Narrative of the life of Frederick Douglass  
  **Author:** Douglass  
  **Publisher:** Modern Library (Random House)  
  **ISBN:** 9780345478238

- **Title:** The Viceroy of Ouidah  
  **Author:** Chatwin  
  **Publisher:** Penguin  
  **ISBN:** 9780140112900
Title: Beloved  Author: Morrison  
Publisher: Vintage (Random House)  ISBN: 9781400033416

Hist of NYC (Course 349) – 2 Required Texts  
[Our Town]

Title: The Historical Atlas of New York City  Author: Homberger  
Publisher: Holt  ISBN: 9780805078428

Title: New York City  Author: Homberger  
Publisher: Interlink  ISBN: 9781566567107

Sci & Hist Origns Race & Gender (Course 351 cross-listed with Science Course 540)  
[Scientific and Historical Origins of Race and Gender]

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

History of Cuba (Course 356) – 3 Required Texts

Title: Cuban Santeria: Walking with the Night  Author: Canizares  
Publisher: Inner Traditions  ISBN: 9780892817627

Title: Cuba Reader  Author: Chomsky  
Publisher: Duke UP  ISBN: 9780822331971

Title: History of the Cuban Revolution  Author: Chomsky  
Publisher: Wiley  ISBN: 9781405187732

History Electives – Second Semester

International Relations (Course 348)

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

Hist of Middle East (Course 344) – 3 Required Texts

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

History of Warfare (Course 354) – 2 Required Texts

Title: The Art of War  Author: Van Creveld  
Publisher: Harper Collins  ISBN: 9780060838539

Title: 100 Decisive Battles  Author: Davis  
Publisher: Oxford Univ. Press  ISBN: 9780195143669
LitHistPol of Environment- (Course 350 cross-listed with English Course 167)  
[Literature, History and Politics of the Environment]  

Textbook information for this course will be provided in early November.

Apartheid in South Africa- (Course 357)  
[Separate and Unequal: Apartheid in South Africa]  

Textbook information for this course will be provided in early November.

History Advanced Topics Course – Year-long

Adv Topics in Amer Gvmnt (Course 372) – 2 Required Texts  

Title: The Challenge of Democracy  Author: Janda  
Publisher: Cengage  ISBN: 9781285852973

Title: The Lanahan Readings in the American Polity  Author: Serow  
Publisher: Lanahan  ISBN: 9781930398160

Adv Topics in Euro History (Course 382) – 1 Required Text  

Title: A History of Europe in the Modern World  Author: Palmer  

Adv Topics Archival Research (Course 358)  
[Making History: Conducting Scholarly Research in Archives]  

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

Mathematics

Textbooks are provided in class for all Upper School mathematics

Science

Physics (Course 500)  

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

Accerated Physics (Course 505)  

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class
**Independent Science Research (Courses 506, 507, 508) – 1 Required Text**
[Introduction, Intermediate, and Advanced Independent Science Research]

- **Title:** Student Lab Notebook: 100 Spiral Bound  
  **Author:** (Publisher listed as author)  
  **Publisher:** Hayden McNeil  
  **ISBN:** 9781930882744

**Chemistry (Course 510) – 2 Required Texts**

- **Title:** Living By Chemistry  
  **Author:** Stacy  
  **Publisher:** Freeman (Kendall Hunt)  
  **ISBN:** 9781559539418

- **Title:** Student Lab Notebook: 100 Spiral Bound  
  **Author:** (Publisher listed as author)  
  **Publisher:** Hayden McNeil  
  **ISBN:** 9781930882744

**Accelerated Chemistry (Course 512) – 2 Required Texts**

- **Title:** Introductory Chemistry  
  **Author:** Zumdahl  
  **Publisher:** Cengage  
  **ISBN:** 9781285452821

Please note that the Science Department is using the 7th edition of this textbook, not the newer 8th edition. If Follett cannot fulfill your order, you can find the 7th edition online at sites such as Amazon and Abe Books.

- **Title:** Student Lab Notebook: 100 Spiral Bound  
  **Author:** (Publisher listed as author)  
  **Publisher:** Hayden McNeil  
  **ISBN:** 9781930882744

**Biology (Course 520) – 1 Required Text**

- **Title:** [Essential] Biology with Physiology  
  **Author:** Simon  
  **Publisher:** Pearson  
  **ISBN:** 9780132879064

**Adv Topics in Chemistry (Course 580) – 2 Required Texts**

- **Title:** Chemistry  
  **Author:** Zumdahl  
  **Publisher:** Cengage  
  **ISBN:** 9781133611097

- **Title:** Student Lab Notebook: 100 Spiral Bound  
  **Author:** (Publisher listed as author)  
  **Publisher:** Hayden McNeil  
  **ISBN:** 9781930882744

**Adv Topics in Physics (Course 586) – 1 Required Text**

- **Title:** Physics: Principles with Applications  
  **Author:** Giancoli  
  **Publisher:** Pearson  
  **ISBN:** 9780131846616

**Adv Topics in Biology (Course 582) – 2 Required Texts**

- **Title:** Biology (AP Edition)  
  **Author:** Campbell  
  **Publisher:** Benjamin (Benjamin Cummings)  
  **ISBN:** 9780131356917
Science Electives – First Semester

Sci & Hist Origins Race & Gender (Course 540 cross-listed with Science Course 351)

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

Adv Experimental Chem (Course 542) – 1 Required Text

Title: Introductory Chemistry Author: Zumdahl
Publisher: Cengage ISBN: 9781285452821
Please note that the Science Department is using the 7th edition of this textbook, not the newer 8th edition. If Follett cannot fulfill your order, you can find the 7th edition online at sites such as Amazon and Abe Books.

Nuclear Physics (Course 555)

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

Science Electives – Second Semester

Topics in Organic Chemistry (Course 544) – 1 Required Text

Title: Organic Chemistry: Short Course Author: Hart
Publisher: Cengage ISBN: 9781111425562

Anatomy & Physiology (Course 553)

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

Astronomy (Course 554) – 1 Required Text

Title: Origins Author: Tyson
Publisher: Norton ISBN: 9780393327588

World Languages

Chinese 1 (Course 200) – 1 Required Text

Title: Integrated Chinese: Simp Char (Lvl 1:Pt 1)(Textbook) Author: Liu
Publisher: Cheng & Tsui ISBN: 9780887276385
Chinese II (Course 202) – 2 Required Texts

Title: Integrated Chinese: Simp Char (LVL 1:PT 1)(TEXTBOOK) Author: Liu
Publisher: Cheng & Tsui ISBN: 9780887276385

Title: Integrated Chinese: Simp Char (Lvl 1:Pt 2)(Wkbk) Author: Liu
Publisher: Cheng & Tsui ISBN: 9780887276743

Chinese III (Course 203) – 1 Required Text

Title: Integrated Chinese: Level 1 Part 2 Author: Liu
Publisher: Cheng & Tsui ISBN: 9780887276705

Chinese IV (Course 205) – 2 Required Texts

Title: Integrated Chinese: Level 2 Part 1 Author: Liu
Publisher: Cheng & Tsui ISBN: 9780887276798

Title: Integrated Chinese: Level 1 Part 2 Author: Liu
Publisher: Cheng & Tsui ISBN: 9780887276705

Chinese V (Course 207) – 2 Required Texts

Title: Integrated Chinese: Level 2 Part 1 Author: Liu
Publisher: Cheng & Tsui ISBN: 9780887276798

French I (Course 214) – 1 Required Text

Title: Discovering French Today (Bleu) L1 Author: Valette
Publisher: Rinehart ISBN: 9780547871561

French II (Course 220)

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class

French III (Course 230) - 1 Required Text

Title: Le Petit Prince Author: Saint Exupery
Publisher: Houghton Miflin ISBN: 9780156013987

FrIVLangLitCutlure & FrVLangLitCulture (Course 241 or 251) [French IV & French V]

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class
**Adv Topics French Lang (Course 240) – 3 Required Texts**

**Title:** Pierre et Jean  **Author:** de Maupassant  
**Publisher:** Adler's Foreign Book  **ISBN:** 9782070410859

**Title:** Moderato Cantabile  **Author:** Duras  
**Publisher:** Contemporary French Fiction  **ISBN:** 9782707303141

**Title:** Mondo et Autres Histoires  **Author:** Leclezio  
**Publisher:** Gallimard  **ISBN:** 9782070373659

**Latin I (Course 218) – 3 Required Texts**

**Title:** Ecce Romani I  **Author:** Publisher listed as author  
**Publisher:** Prentice Hall  **ISBN:** 9780133610895

**Title:** Ecce Romani 1-A (Workbook)  **Author:** Publisher listed as author  
**Publisher:** Prentice Hall  **ISBN:** 9780801312090

**Title:** Ecce Romani 1-B (Workbook)  **Author:** Publisher listed as author  
**Publisher:** Addison-Wesley (Pearson)  **ISBN:** 9780801312106

**Latin II (Course 225) – 2 Required Texts**

**Title:** Ecce Romani II  **Author:** Publisher listed as author  
**Publisher:** Prentice Hall  **ISBN:** 9780133610918

**Title:** Ecce Romani Language Activity Book 2-A  **Author:** Longman  
**Publisher:** Pearson  **ISBN:** 9780801312113

**Latin III (Course 235)- 1 Required Text**

**Title:** Wheelock’s Latin, 7th ed.  **Author:** Wheelock (rev. LaFleur)  
**Publisher:** Collins (Harper Collins)  **ISBN:** 9780061997228

**Latin IV (Course 265) – 4 Required Texts**

**Title:** Millionaire’s Dinner Party  **Author:** Balme  
**Publisher:** Oxford Univ. Press  **ISBN:** 9780199120253

**Title:** Mythology  **Author:** Hamilton  
**Publisher:** Back Bay (Little, Brown)  **ISBN:** 9780316223331

**Title:** Love & Transformation: an Ovid Reader  **Author:** Ovid (trans. LaFleur)  
**Publisher:** Addison Wesley (Prentice Hall)  **ISBN:** 9780673589200

**Title:** New College Latin & English Dictionary  **Author:** Traupman  
**Publisher:** Bantam  **ISBN:** 9780553590128
Adv Topics: Latin Poetry (Course 245) – 3 Required Texts

**Title:** Love & Transformation: an Ovid Reader  
**Author:** Ovid (trans. LaFleur)  
**Publisher:** Addison Wesley (Prentice Hall)  
**ISBN:** 9780673589200

**Title:** Aeneid Books i-VI  
**Author:** Vergil (ed. Pharr)  
**Publisher:** Bolchazy-Carducci  
**ISBN:** 9780865164215

**Title:** Student's Catullus  
**Author:** Garrison  
**Publisher:** UP Oklahoma  
**ISBN:** 9780806142326

Spanish I (Course 228) – 1 Required Text

**Title:** Puntos de Partida (w/out Connect AccessCode)  
**Author:** Dorwick  
**Publisher:** McGraw-Hill  
**ISBN:** 9780073385419

Spanish II (Course 227) – 1 Required Text

**Title:** Puntos de Partida (w/out Connect AccessCode)  
**Author:** Dorwick  
**Publisher:** McGraw-Hill  
**ISBN:** 9780073385419

Spanish III (Course 238) – 1 Required Text

**Title:** Enfoques w/Supersite Access Code)  
**Author:** Blanco & Colbert  
**Publisher:** Vista  
**ISBN:** 9781617670176

Sp IV LangLitCulture & Sp V LangLitCulture (Course 248 & 258) – 3 Required Text [Spanish IV and Spanish V]

**Title:** Antes de Ser Libre  
**Author:** Alvarez  
**Publisher:** Penguin  
**ISBN:** 9780375815454

**Title:** De cómo tía Lola vino de visita a quedarse  
**Author:** Alvarez  
**Publisher:** Yearling  
**ISBN:** 9780307930408

**Title:** Esperanza Renace  
**Author:** Ryan  
**Publisher:** Scholastic  
**ISBN:** 9780439398855

Spanish IV – Adv (Course 247) – 2 Required Text

**Title:** Revista (w/out Supersite Access Card)  
**Author:** Blanco  
**Publisher:** Vista  
**ISBN:** 9781618570765

**Title:** Una Vez Mas  
**Author:** Couch  
**Publisher:** Prentice Hall  
**ISBN:** 9780133611267

Adv Topics Spanish Lang (Course 257)

---

No textbooks required/textbooks provided in class